OVERVIEW OF THE BACKFIRE PROGRAM FOR APAN48

Mr. Terry Smith, Australian Access Federation
AN OVERVIEW OF THE BACKFIRE TRAINING ACTIVITIES AND MEETINGS THAT WILL OCCUR DURING APAN48 IN MALAYSIA
Final BACKFIRE event

- Sharing our successes
  - Birth of a new federations
  - Federations joining eduGAIN
  - Continual increase in eduroam deployments and utilizations

- Learning to grow
  - Growing participation
  - Growing services
  - Growing the value of the federation

- The next steps forward
  - Continuing the journey
Where we have been

APAN45 – Singapore

APAN46 – New Zealand

APAN47 – South Korea
Monday – 5 Sessions

1. Architecture and Tools for Federation Operators
2. Identity Providers
3. IAM For Universities and Research Organisations (Benn)
4. Service Providers
5. Comms Planning (Jacinta)
Tuesday – 3 Sessions

1. Federation Updates
2. Closing BACKFIRE – where to next?
3. Birds of a Feather (BOF)
Wednesday – 5 Sessions

- eduroam + project concepts
- Business Intelligence
- Technical deployment options
- AARC Blueprint and other advanced options for Services
- Wrap up
Asking questions – want to know more?

Please ask questions at any time

Feel free to answer if you know

Don’t limit yourself to the sessions
Email, Slack, lunch and other breaks + the BOF
Comms channels

- E-mail Tf-iam@apan.net
- Slack – eduGAIN – tf-iam channel
Capturing information...

- We will be using interactive tools to capture information
  - Useful for reporting
  - Future projects
- Expect to be polled
- Expect to contribute !!!
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